A generic statistical mechanical model is presented for the selfassembly of chiral rod-like units, such as ␤-sheet-forming peptides, into helical tapes, which with increasing concentration associate into twisted ribbons (double tapes), fibrils (twisted stacks of ribbons), and fibers (entwined fibrils). The finite fibril width and helicity is shown to stem from a competition between the free energy gain from attraction between ribbons and the penalty because of elastic distortion of the intrinsically twisted ribbons on incorporation into a growing fibril. Fibers are stabilized similarly. The behavior of two rationally designed 11-aa residue peptides, P 11-I and P11-II, is illustrative of the proposed scheme. P11-I and P11-II are designed to adopt the ␤-strand conformation and to selfassemble in one dimension to form antiparallel ␤-sheet tapes, ribbons, fibrils, and fibers in well-defined solution conditions. The energetic parameters governing self-assembly have been estimated from the experimental data using the model. The 8-nm-wide fibrils consist of eight tapes, are extremely robust (scission energy Ϸ200 kBT), and sufficiently rigid (persistence length lfibril Ϸ 20 -70 m) to form nematic solutions at peptide concentration c Ϸ 0.9 mM (volume fraction Ϸ0.0009 vol͞vol), which convert to self-supporting nematic gels at c > 4 mM. More generally, these observations provide a new insight into the generic self-assembling properties of ␤-sheet-forming peptides and shed new light on the factors governing the structures and stability of pathological amyloid fibrils in vivo. The model also provides a prescription of routes to novel macromolecules based on a variety of self-assembling chiral units, and protocols for extraction of the associated energy changes. P rospects for the large-scale production of low-cost peptides by genetic engineering (1) open up new opportunities for exploiting protein-like self-assembly as a route to novel biomolecular materials (2-5). In this context, the small-oligopeptide route has distinct processing advantages over the use of longer polypeptides. Previously, we have demonstrated that oligopeptides can be designed to self-assemble into micrometer-long ␤-sheet tapes (6). We now wish to show that, as a consequence of the amino acid chirality, an entire hierarchy of twisted self-assembling macromolecular structures is accessible, with tapes as the most primitive form: ribbons, fibrils, and fibers. These polymers are shown to give rise to nematic fluids and gels at concentrations determined by the characteristic flexibility and length of each type of polymer.
P
rospects for the large-scale production of low-cost peptides by genetic engineering (1) open up new opportunities for exploiting protein-like self-assembly as a route to novel biomolecular materials (2) (3) (4) (5) . In this context, the small-oligopeptide route has distinct processing advantages over the use of longer polypeptides. Previously, we have demonstrated that oligopeptides can be designed to self-assemble into micrometer-long ␤-sheet tapes (6) . We now wish to show that, as a consequence of the amino acid chirality, an entire hierarchy of twisted self-assembling macromolecular structures is accessible, with tapes as the most primitive form: ribbons, fibrils, and fibers. These polymers are shown to give rise to nematic fluids and gels at concentrations determined by the characteristic flexibility and length of each type of polymer.
The type of molecular assembly we discuss and exemplify here arises not only in the context of desirable engineered biomaterials, but also in pathological self-assembly of mis-folded proteins, when the aggregated assemblies are referred-to as ''amyloids.'' A very wide class of proteins may be induced into producing the tapefibril-fiber sequence of structures (7) , and a generic role of highenergy intermediate states has been suggested (8) We present a theoretical model that enables the morphology and properties of these self-assembling structures to be predicted from the molecular parameters of the peptide monomers. Protocols are described to extract the peptide-peptide interaction energies that govern the stabilities of the self-assembled structures, their average sizes, and the concentration ranges over which they are observable. The finite width and helicity of the fibrils is shown to stem from a competition between the free energy gain from attraction between ribbons and the penalty because of elastic distortion of the intrinsically twisted ribbons on incorporation into a growing fibril. Fibers are stabilized in a similar way. In the final section, we compare the self-assembly of our two model peptides with the theory.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of P 11 -I and P 11 -II (molecular masses 1,498 Da and 1,594 Da, respectively; purity Ͼ95%) as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and far-UV circular dichroism (CD) techniques have been described elsewhere (9) . Primary structure of P 11 -I: CH 3 CO-Gln-Gln-Arg-Gln-Gln-Gln-Gln-Gln-Glu-Gln-Gln-NH 2 . Primary structure of P 11 -II: CH 3 CO-Gln-Gln-Arg-Phe-GlnTrp-Gln-Phe-Glu-Gln-Gln-NH 2 . ␤-AP (1-40) peptide (ref. 10 ; purity Ͼ 98%) was purchased from ICN.
Theoretical Model of Self-Assembling Chiral Rod-Like Units. We start by considering a peptide in a ␤-strand conformation as a chiral rod-like unit, with complementary donor and acceptor groups aligned on opposing sides, and having chemically different upper and lower surfaces (Fig. 1Aa ). In common with many successful approaches in statistical soft-matter physics, this represents a single step of coarse-graining from atomic detail to the nano-scale. We will find that the chiral unit is able to undergo one-dimensional self-assembly in solution and to form the hierarchical set of structures depicted in Fig. 1 A at concentrations depending on the values of a small set of coarse-grained interaction energies, j . Generally, an isolated monomer in solution will be in a different conformation (Fig. 1 Ab) , with lower free energy than in the rod-like state: the corresponding conformational free energy change is trans . The rod-like ''monomers'' self-assemble via recognition between complementary donor and acceptor groups, to form long twisted tapes ( Fig. 1 Ac) : the association free energy change is tape per intermonomer bond. The tape twist stems from the chirality of the monomers ( Fig. 1 Aa, e.g., right-handed in the case of peptides, because of the L-chirality of naturally occurring amino acids) which gives rise to a left-handed twist around the long axis of the tape (Fig.  1 Ac) . The tape has distinct faces (denoted white and black in Fig.  1 Ac) whenever the upper and lower surfaces of the monomer are chemically different (we suppose that the black sides of the monomers have higher affinity for each other than for the white sides). The differences in the chemical structures of the two faces of the tape and in their affinity to the solvent give rise to a cylindrical curvature, causing the tape to curl into a helical configuration (Fig.  1 AcЈ), with helical pitch h tape and radius r tape given by:
and
where ␥ v and ␥ are, respectively, the tape bend and twist angles (in radians) per monomer rod, along the tape and b 2 is the distance between adjacent rods in the tape. One face of the tape (colored black in Fig. 1 Ac) is expected to be less soluble than the other (i.e., black is more hydrophobic if the solvent is water). This chemical anisotropy results in intertape attraction and hence in double tape (ribbon, Fig. 1 Ad) formation ( ribbon attr per peptide). Both faces of the ribbon are identical (white in Fig. 1 Ad) and are characterized by a saddle curvature. Hence, the ribbon does not bend, and its axis is straight at equilibrium ( Fig.  1 Ad Ј ). The white sides of the ribbons are, in turn, mutually attractive (via a typically smaller energy fibril attr per pair of interacting peptides) leading to stacking of ribbons into fibrils (Fig. 1 Ae) . Furthermore, the ends of the rods decorating the edges of the fibrils can also be mutually attractive, causing fibrils to entwine into fibers (Fig. 1 Af ) , stabilized by attraction energy fiber attr . All of the self-assembling structures in Fig. 1 A are left-handed twisted because of chirality of the rod-like monomer. If the ribbons were not twisted, an unlimited growth of fibril and fiber widths would be expected. Instead, when twisted ribbons aggregate into stacks, fibrils with well-defined widths are formed. Fibers are formed in a similar way from twisted fibrils, but again to welldefined widths. The inherent chiral twist is the key to understanding the finite fibril and fiber widths. Indeed, to aggregate, twisted objects must bend and adjust their twist in response to the packing constraints imposed by its twisted neighbours. Hence, there is an elastic energy cost, elast , that must be compensated for, by the gain in attraction energy (coming from ribbon attr , fibril attr , and fiber attr ) on stacking. The distortion energy elast is higher for thicker stacks. This elast serves to stabilize the widths of fibrils and fibers. Thus, the fibril width is determined by a balance between the gain in attraction energy (coming from fibril attr ) associated with ribbon stacking, and the elastic cost on the ribbons associated with fibril formation. Assuming that the ribbon contour length is fixed and the deformations are weak, from symmetry arguments we find that this cost is
(per unit length of each ribbon in the fibril), where and are the local curvature and the local twist strength of the ribbon within fibril, 0 ϭ 2͞h ribbon is the equilibrium value of twist strength of an isolated ribbon, whereas its equilibrium bend strength is zero ( 0 ϭ 0), and k bend ,k twist are the ribbon elastic constants (11) . For a ribbon a distance from the central axis of a fibril, it is straightforward to show that ϭ
), where ␥ ϭ 2͞h fibril , where h fibril is the fibril's helical pitch. The thicker the fibril is, the larger the typical are, and hence the higher the cost elast . The net energy gain fibril per peptide in a fibril,
has a maximum at some p (p is the number of ribbons in the fibril). Hence, a well-defined width of fibrils arises, corresponding to this optimal p (11). The ''state diagram'' of possible aggregate structures calculated by using this model, and seeking the structure of minimum free energy in each case, is shown in Fig. 1B . Fibrils with finite diameter are seen to be stable for a wide range of values of fibril attr provided that the intrinsic pitch h ribbon of the lone ribbon strongly exceeds the interribbon gap a in the fibril. For low fibril attr , the ribbons do not stack into fibrils. For high fibril attr , the ribbons form infinite aggregates (sheet-like crystallites) in which the ribbons are completely un- twisted. The optimum number p of stacked ribbons per fibril, and hence the fibril diameter, increases with h ribbon and fibril attr . This increase is usually accompanied by an increase in h fibril .
The concentration ranges over which the various self-assembled structures are observable, their contour lengths, and abruptness of interstructure transformations with concentration are determined by the energy parameters j . For example, if trans is high enough, ( trans Ͼ 4, all energies here are measured in k B T units) and ribbon is small (Յ1), the single tapes emerge abruptly at
and their typical aggregation number is
if c cr tape Ͻ c Ͻ c cr ribbon (c is the total peptide concentration and tape is the ''freedom'' volume of the bonds forming the tape). Next, given that the tape bend and twist are not very high, i.e., elast (cf. Eq. 3) is small enough, the net ribbon energy
is positive. Hence, at concentration
the ribbons emerge; above c cr ribbon , the population of peptide in single tapes saturates at c tape max , and all extra peptide goes into ribbons; simultaneously the average aggregation number of ribbons grows as
whereas the length of tapes saturates at
The formulae (Eqs. 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10) are asymptotic. The detailed theory generalizing the classic isodesmic model (12) has been published separately (13) .
To realize sequentially the entire hierarchy of structures in Fig.  1 A, with increasing monomer concentration, it is essential that tape Ͼ Ͼ k B T Ͼ Ͼ ribbon Ͼ Ͼ fibril Ͼ Ͼ fiber . These are the net energies gained per one peptide inside the corresponding structures as compared with a peptide inside the structure of the previous level); otherwise, some structures may not appear.
Results and Discussion
To illustrate the predictions of our theoretical model, and to demonstrate how the j can be measured for real self-assembling systems, we shall consider the behavior of two rationally designed peptides, P 11 -I and P 11 -II (Table 1 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org). P 11 -I is based on a sequence of glutamine (Gln) residues, whose side-chains are believed to interact strongly in water (14) , presumably via hydrophobic and complementary hydrogen bonding interactions. Arginine (Arg) and glutamate (Glu) residues have been placed in positions 3 and 9, to provide molecular recognition between adjacent antiparallel ␤-strand peptides in tape-like aggregates, to prevent random peptide association. These favorable intermolecular side-chain interactions, coupled with the cooperative intermolecular hydrogen bonding between peptide backbones, will result in high scission energy tape , thus promoting ␤-sheet tape formation (Fig. 1 Ac) . Furthermore, one side (''black'') of the tape will be lined by the CONH 2 groups of Gln whereas its other side (''white'') will be lined by the CONH 2 , the guanido, and the COOH groups of Gln, Arg, and Glu, respectively. At low pH in particular, there will also be a net positive charge per peptide. The high hydrophilicity of both surfaces of the tape, combined with the electrostatic repulsion between positively charged surfaces, will result in very small ribbon attr and fibril attr energies compared with k B T, thus promoting predominantly single tape formation for low enough peptide concentration in acidic solutions.
At very low concentrations, P 11 -I is predominantly in monomeric random coil conformation (Figs. 1 Ab and 2a). At higher concentrations, c Ն 0.01 mM, it forms semiflexible tapes ( Fig.  2b ) with a width W Ϸ 4 nm, equal to the expected length of an 11-residue peptide in a ␤-strand conformation, and persistence length lϽ 0.3 m. The different chemical nature of the two sides of the tape seems to cause it to bend and twist simultaneously, resulting in curly tapes with a left-handed twist, a helical pitch h tape Ϸ (30 Ϯ 15) nm, and a radius r tape Ϸ 5 nm (Fig. 2b) . At c Ն 1 mM, loose ribbons are also observed, with l Ϸ 0.3-1 m, and h ribbon Ϸ (50 Ϯ 20) nm. These values in conjunction with the theoretical model were used to derive the magnitudes of the bend ␥ ϭ 3°and twist ␥ ϭ 3°angles for the single tapes and the ribbons (Table 1) .
Aqueous solutions of P 11 -I tapes produce FTIR spectra with absorption maxima in amide IЈ at 1630 and 1690 cm Ϫ1 , demonstrative of a predominantly antiparallel ␤-sheet structure. They also exhibit characteristic ␤-sheet CD spectra (15) with minimum and maximum ellipticities at 218 nm and 195 nm, respectively (Fig. 2a) . The fraction of the peptide in ␤-sheet tapes starts to grow abruptly at a critical concentration c cr tape Ϸ 0.008 mM (Fig. 2c) . The two-state transition from random-coil to ␤-sheet with increasing concentration has an isodichroic point at 211 nm (Fig. 2a) . We treated trans and tape as fitting parameters and were able to describe well the growth of the ␤-sheet CD band with concentration (solid line in Fig. 2c) . The best-fit energy values obtained are in Fig. 2c . The trans energy results in the nucleated growth of tapes, manifested by a ''sudden'' onset of ␤-sheet tapes' formation at c cr tape . By using these values of energetic parameters, this single tape model predicts a mean tape contour length for a given peptide concentration, which agrees well with the observed range of contour lengths in the TEM images for the same concentration. At c cr ribbon Ϸ 1 mM, loose ribbons start appearing, implying a weak attraction between tapes. This attraction may be mediated by multiple, cooperative, complementary hydrogen bonding between the OCONH 2 groups of glutamine side-chains, which line completely one of the two polar sides of the tapes. van der Waals forces are likely to be involved, too. From the value of c cr ribbon , we estimate that the ribbons are stabilized by ribbon ϭ (0.0035 Ϯ 0.0015) k B T (see Theoretical Model). Fibrils (Fig. 1 AeЈ) are not observed up to c ϭ 25 mM; hence, fibril Ͻ 10
To increase the tendency of the peptide to associate into ribbons, we need to increase the magnitude of ribbon either by decreasing ribbon elast or by increasing ribbon attr . The latter can be achieved by addition of salts or of appropriate cosolvents, but more elegantly by replacing the glutamines at positions 4, 6, and 8 by phenylalanine, tryptophan, and phenylalanine, respectively. This new peptide, P 11 -II (Table 1) , will form ␤-tapes with a hydrophobic ''adhesive'' stripe running along one side of the tape, which will promote their association into ribbons in water. At c Ն 0.1 mM in water, P 11 -II is indeed found to form long, stable semiflexible ␤-sheet ribbons with a width of 2-4 nm, which fits with the expected cross section of Ϸ2 ϫ 4 m 2 of these ribbons, and a persistence length ⑀ Ϸ 1 m, (Fig. 3a) . At c Ն 0.6 mM, a second transition from ribbons to fairly rigid fibrils is observed (Fig. 3 b and c) . The fibrils have a well-defined screw-like structure with typical minimum and maximum widths W 1 Ϸ 4 nm and W 2 Ϸ 8 nm, respectively. At even higher concentrations still, a third structural transition takes place, and fibers are detected, typically comprised of two entwined fibrils (Fig. 3d) . The sequence of these structural transitions is also supported by distinctive farand near-UV CD spectra, corresponding to P 11 -II monomers, ribbons, and fibrils (supporting Fig. 4 a and b) .
Focusing on the behavior at low concentrations, we see that P 11 -II is predominantly in the monomeric random coil conformation (Fig.  1 Ab) , whereas the fraction of peptide in ␤-sheet structures starts to grow abruptly at c Ϸ 0.07 mM (Fig. 4 a and c) . We treated trans and tape as fitting parameters, and were able to describe well the growth of the ␤-sheet CD band with concentration. However, a single tape model yields a mean tape length of about 20 nm at c ϭ 0.2 mM (Fig.  4d) , much shorter than the observed length Ն 500 nm (Fig. 3a) . It is possible, however, to describe the CD data (solid line in Fig. 4c ) and simultaneously to predict the occurrence of these long aggregates (Fig. 3a) by inclusion of the third energetic parameter ribbon associated with ribbon (double tape) formation (Fig. 1d) . These long aggregates then turn out to be double tapes rather than single ones (Fig. 4 c and d) . The CD spectra as a function of c have no isodichroic point (Fig. 4a) , further supporting that more than two states, i.e., peptide monomers, ␤-tapes, and ribbons, are involved in the conformational transition. The best-fit energy values obtained are: trans ϭ (3 Ϯ 1) k B T, tape ϭ (24.5 Ϯ 1.0) k B T, and ribbon ϭ (0.6 Ϯ 0.3) k B T. The estimated trans is higher for P 11 -I than for P 11 -II (Table 1) . Although both peptides have the same length, they may have different propensity to form a random coil in the monomeric state, which could account for this difference in trans . The magnitude of tape is also higher for P 11 -I than for P 11 -II, which indicates that the intermolecular glutamine side-chain interactions between P 11 -I peptides are more efficient at promoting self-assembly compared with intermolecular aromatic side-chain interactions between P 11 -II peptides. ribbon is at least two orders of magnitude lower for P 11 -I compared with P 11 -II, as predicted by peptide design. This difference explains the shorter (by one order of magnitude) length of P 11 -I ribbons compared with P 11 -II ones (Table 1) . It also accounts for the one order of magnitude difference in critical concentrations for ribbon formation between the two peptides. This low magnitude of ribbon results in stabilization of single, curly ␤-tapes in a wide range of P 11 -I concentrations. In contrast, P 11 -II tapes are not observed because they convert to ribbons as soon as they are 3-4 peptides long, at very low concentration.
The formation of fibrils (Fig. 3b ) at higher concentrations of P 11 -II implies the presence of a weaker attraction between the polar sides of P 11 -II ribbons ( fibril attr , Fig. 1eЈ ). From the concentration at which they appear, we calculate fibril ϭ (2.
Despite this attraction, the fibril dispersions are stable and the fibril diameter is finite (rather than growing indefinitely). Furthermore, the fibril width W 1 corresponds to the expected length of an 11-residue ␤-strand, whereas the thickness W 2 corresponds to roughly four ribbons (i.e., eight single tapes, each tape with a thickness of ca. 1 nm) per fibril, and is concentration independent (at least from 0.6 to 7 mM). Scanning TEM mass per unit length measurements also supports that the fibrils are made typically of eight tapes (A.A., M.B., N.B., L.C., and D. Holmes, unpublished data). The energy required to break such a fibril, scission energy sc , is sc ϭ 8 tape Ϸ 200 k B T (comparable to covalent bond energies!), and is much higher than that of a single ribbon sc ϭ 2 tape Ϸ 50 k B T. This high sc results in fibrils of extraordinary predicted equilibrium average length L fibril Ϸ 10 8 km!, compared with L ribbon Ϸ 1 m, for c ϭ 6 mM (Fig. 4d) .
Fibril formation is readily explicable by our model of stabilization by twist (Fig. 1b) . Indeed, ␤-sheet ribbons have an intrinsically left-handed twist, because of the L-chirality of peptides (16) . The fibrils also exhibit a left-handed twist with a helix pitch h fibril of ca. 120-200 nm (Fig. 3c) . From the observed geometrical characteristics of P 11 -II ribbons and of fibrils, our theory estimates h ribbon Ϸ 120-200 nm, elastic constants k bend and k twist , and twist angle ␥ ϭ 1°for isolated P 11 -II ribbons and fibril attr Ϸ 0.015 k B T for fibrils ( Table  1 ). The magnitude of fibril attr is expected to be similar both for P 11 -I and P 11 -II, because of the identity of their ''white'' polar sides. However, P 11 -I ribbons are three times more twisted than P 11 -II ones (compare twist angles ␥ in Table 1 ). The higher elastic penalty fibril elast , associated with untwisting P 11 -I ribbons compared with P 11 -II ones, seems to result in lower overall magnitude of fibril for P 11 -I compared with P 11 -II, and thus prevents the stacking of P 11 -I ribbons into fibrils. This difference in the values of fibril elast explains why P 11 -I ribbons do not combine into fibrils up to c ϭ 25 mM, whereas P 11 -II ribbons form fibrils at c Ͻ 1 mM.
The value of fibril for P 11 -II is such that the corresponding energy of attraction between ribbons per their persistence length, fibril ⅐l ribbon ͞b 2 Ϸ 20-30 k B T, where b 2 is the distance between adjacent ␤-strands along the tape (see Fig. 1 Ac), is sufficiently high to stabilize the fibrils against splitting, once the ribbons become longer than a few hundreds of peptide ␤-strands. It is apparent that, in such a hierarchical system of structures, the growth of the more primitive self-assembled structures up to a certain critical size, enables new (weaker) interactions to come into play, and this leads to the formation of the next hierarchical structure. Once the growth of this new structure is established, the concentration and the size of the previous structure become fixed. Indeed, Fig. 3e shows that the concentrations of peptide in monomeric and single tape states saturate at c Ϸ 0.09 mM, at which point ribbons emerge. The single tape length is also seen to saturate at 3-4 peptides per tape (Fig. 4d) . Similarly, the population of peptides in ribbons (Fig. 3e) and the ribbon lengths (Fig. 4d) become constant when fibrils are first formed. The transitions to higher order aggregates are thus reminiscent of (but not identical to) the formation of micelles in surfactant solutions. We can also compare the stabilization of fibrils and fibers by twist, to the stabilization of micelles by amphiphilic interactions.
The fibrils have a persistence length l fibril Ϸ 20-70 m, as opposed to l ribbon Ϸ 0.7-1.5 m, which makes the fibrils considerably more rigid than the ribbons. Indeed, a plywood-like stack made of p layers is expected to be between p and p 3 times more rigid than the primary layers (p is for a loose stack, and p 3 for a stack with well-glued layers). Hence, the expected persistence length of the P 11 -II fibrils made of p ϭ 4 ribbons, is up to 64 times higher than the ribbon persistence length, i.e., in good agreement with our observations (Table 1) .
The rigidity of the fibrils͞fibers gives rise to the formation of a nematic phase at c Ն 0.9 mM (0.001 vol͞vol). The texture in the optical micrograph (Fig. 3f ) and its dependence on flow, is characteristic of viscoelastic nematic fluids of semirigid polymers (17) . 
, provided that L Ն l fibril ; this yields for P 11 -II, ⌽ IN Ϸ 0.0004-0.0015 vol͞vol (corresponding to c IN Ϸ 0.4-1.5 mM), in agreement with our observations. l ribbon for P 11 -I is one to two orders of magnitude shorter than l fibril of P 11 -II. The isotropic-tonematic transition of solutions of such semiflexible ribbons of P 11 -I is predicted to occur at ⌽ IN Ϸ 0.015-0.05 vol͞vol (corresponding to 15-50 mM). Indeed, we find that P 11 -I forms nematic phase at c Ϸ 13 mM (Table 1) .
At c Ն 4 mM, the birefringent solution of P 11 -II becomes a self-supporting birefringent gel (Fig. 3g) . Rheological measurements show that fibril-based gels are brittle and do not relax even after days, behavior reminiscent of permanent gels of semirigid polymers (A.A., N.B., T.C.B.M., and P. Mawer, unpublished data). In contrast, tape-based gels are more extendable (6) and relax slowly with time, behavior indicative of transient gels of semiflexible polymers. We conclude that the type of polymer (tape, ribbon, or fibril, each associated with its own characteristic flexibility, contour length, and crosslinking mechanism) determines the liquid crystalline and gelation properties of its solution.
Fibril and fiber formation is characterized by slow kinetics. Fibril formation takes up to several weeks to complete, depending on concentration, as monitored extensively by CD and TEM (data not shown). The formation of nematic phases of P 11 -II, after fibril formation, takes several hours for c Ϸ 4 mM, and several weeks for c Յ 1 mM. Gelation occurs even more slowly, e.g., for c ϭ 6 mM it takes a week. Transitions from one self-assembling structure to another take even longer than their initial formation: when an aged (2 months old) P 11 -II nematic gel (c ϭ 6 mM) was diluted to a concentration where ribbons are intrinsically stable (c ϭ 0.2 mM), CD and TEM revealed that, even after standing for 4 months at the lower concentration, numerous fibrils coexist still with ribbons. The extremely slow kinetics originates from the multiplicity of molecular interactions in fibrils. The high tape scission energy tape Ϸ 24.5 k B T of P 11 -II peptide ensures that peptide dissociation from free ends of tapes, ribbons, or fibrils is a rare event: the effective dissociation rate 0 Ϫ1 exp(Ϫ tape ) Ϸ 10 10 0 Ϫ1 corresponds to a dissociation time of the order of 1 s for 0 Ϸ 100 ps ( 0 is a typical diffusion time of a peptide ''rod'' over a distance of 0.1 nm). The energy required to break the ribbon, sc ϭ 2 tape Ϸ 50 k B T, gives rise to a scission (breaking) time of a ribbon of 0 exp(2 tape ) Ϸ 10 4 yr. Nucleation of short ribbons in solutions of monomer peptide, in the absence of fibril seeds, is expected to be faster than nucleation of fibrils. To form fibrils, ribbons need to wind around each other, which is likely to be highly hindered in a dense system of entangled ribbons. Alternatively, they can dissociate into smaller fragments followed by reassembly; this process will be slow because of the high sc . We therefore expect very slow fibril formation with defective ''fresh'' fibrils. Aged fibrils will be far more perfect and hence even more stable; to disintegrate they need to lose monomers at their ends. This is a very slow process because the fibrils are very long (Fig. 1d and Table 1) .
There are a variety of biological and designed proteins that, similarly to our model peptides, self-assemble into twisted amyloid ␤-sheet polymers typically 5-10 nm in diameter (7, 8, (19) (20) (21) (22) , e.g., characterizing Alzheimer's and prion diseases, and of the de novo ␤-sandwich protein betabellin 15D (23) . The scheme (Fig. 1) provides an explanation of the factors governing the structures and stabilities of these fibrous aggregates. In the case of Alzheimer's disease, the pathological, amyloid-forming peptide ␤-AP (1-39͞42) is cleaved from the much longer precursor protein APP, and subsequently self-assembles into amyloid fibrils (protofilaments) comprised of stacks of usually two to four twisted ␤-sheet tapes (Fig. 1 AeЈ) . Three or more of theses fibrils are wound around each other in the fibers ( Fig.  1 Af Ј). A central hollow core is observed in some amyloid fibers (19) and is particularly enhanced in the fibers formed in vitro by the SH3 domain of the protein PI3-kinase (22) . The size of the hole will depend on whether the fibrils in the fiber interact with their ␤-strands parallel to each other as in Fig. 1 Af and Af Ј, or at an angle determined by the interactions between segments of the proteins bordering the edges of the fibrils. Whatever the details of each specific system, there is little doubt that it is the intrinsic twist of the unifying, underlying ␤-sheet scaffold of the constituent ␤-tapes that governs the way tapes stack and ultimately the distinctive morphology of amyloid fibrils and fibers as elaborated in Fig. 1 . It has been pointed out that the ␤-sheets in amyloid fibrils tend to be flatter than the ␤-sheets in globular proteins (22) . This observation is in accordance with our model (Fig. 1B) : the ␤-sheets in the tapes have to untwist to stack together in the fibrils. The energies involved in fibril formation, together with the presence of the twist in ␤-sheets as shown above for P 11 -II peptide, also explain the remarkable stability and accumulation of amyloids in vivo, as well as the slow kinetics, and the nucleation-growth mechanism of amyloid self-assembly found by in vitro studies (10, 24) . In the case of the intermediate states observed in amyloid formation from more complex proteins (8) , trans may be thought of as the energy difference between the ground and intermediate states of a two-state model. To complete the list of similarities, we have found that a 1.2-mM solution of fibrils of Alzheimer's ␤-AP (1-40) peptide, when sucked into an optical capillary, produces a banded nematic texture, similar to that observed for P 11 -II. We propose that systematic analysis of the self-assembly of amyloid peptides by using the scheme summarized in Fig. 1 can provide unique quantitative information on the various energies that stabilize amyloid fibrils, and thus enhance our understanding of the associated life-threatening diseases.
We are thus led to the belief that a wide variety of peptides could be designed to behave according to the scheme in Fig. 1 , opening up an exciting new class of chiral tape-like and fibrillar macromolecular structures that can form liquid crystals and gels. Moreover, by appropriate peptide design, a combination of desirable properties, such as biological functionality, high stability of fibrils or fibers, and responsiveness to external triggers such as solvent polarity, temperature, pH, or ionic strength can be incorporated, making these new materials much more versatile than existing peptidic biomaterials such as collagen (25) . We envisage that this unique combination of properties makes these materials ideally suited for use in biomedical and other applications, such as for the production of bioscaffolds to control the shape and alignment of cells for tissue engineering, new suture materials, templates for helical crystallization of macromolecules, and matrices for separation of chiral molecules.
The scheme (Fig. 1) is also applicable to any chiral molecule able to undergo one-dimensional self-assembly, such as the hemoglobin S protein, which forms 14-stranded twisted filaments in sickle cell anemia (26) , and a variety of synthetic organic molecules (27) , and possibly to non-chiral molecules that interact with chiral counterions (28) . As such, it contributes to our understanding of the way in which chirality is expressed in the form of self-assembled structures. Moreover, it provides a prescription for measurement of the interaction energies governing the self-assembly process.
